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Challenges - Definitions
“A challenge is a situation that stimulates a response from society and/or 
religious traditions”

“A challenge can have a positive or negative effect on a religion”

A challenge can provoke:
    Questioning of aspects of the religion (call them into question)
    Engaging in conflict
    The demand for a response
    The demand for an explanation / justification
A challenge is also able to:
      Threaten the beliefs (theology) of the religion 

 Threaten or compromise the principles & behaviour (ethics) of the 
religion
 Threaten to destroy the religion’s continuity or its adherents’  
survival      

                       

Responses:

Responses are actions which:

● may resist the challenge and attempt to retain the status quo 
● embrace change and affect wider society and/or the religious tradition itself. 
● may not always accomplish the desired results 
● may involve advocacy and/or reaction by the religious tradition or denomination at various times. 

When asked to answer questions for particular challenges:

Name the issue/challenge

Discuss the nature of each challenge.
Nature = theological, ethical, or continued existence

Set up the context 
         Background details - Who? Where? What happened?
Discuss the level of significance of each challenge. 

Very important, major change, schism. Why?
Explain the stance/s taken by the tradition to each challenge. 

What positions did the religion/ denomination make about the challenge
Explain the response/s of the tradition to each challenge. 

What actions did the religion/ denomination take about the challenge
Discuss the aspects involved in each challenge  

Which aspects were challenged and which aspects assisted  the tradition in its response.



                                       Stances - Definitions

“A stance is a principled perspective which may be expressed in various 
responses that support the stance.” 

The ability of a religious tradition or denomination to adopt different 
stances is variously determined by beliefs, authority structures, official 
teachings, rulings of religious law, tradition, key individuals and attitudes 
within the religious and wider communities. 

The  purpose of stances is: 

● To retain religious truths
● To ensure that the religious tradition holds the relationship that it wants 

with adherents
● To ensure that the tradition holds the relationship that it wants with 

wider society



-       Adaptation
-       Discussion
-       Reflection
-       Develop a position
-       Public statement
-       Support
-       Raising awareness
-       Use media
-       Use of Technology
-       Lobbying government

-    Prayer
-       Research
-       Evaluation
-       Compromise
-       Providing guidance   
-       Debate
-       Ignore the challenge
-       Condemnation
-       Demonstration/protest
-       Confrontation

Stances are positions taken that lead to a response. These can involve:



Responses - Definitions
[Stances are themselves initial or overall responses]

Responses are actions which:

● may resist the challenge and attempt to retain the status quo 

● embrace change and affect wider society and/or the religious tradition 
itself. 

● may involve advocacy and/or reaction by the religious tradition or 
denomination at various times.

● may not always accomplish the desired results 



When asked to answer questions for particular challenges:

Name the issue/challenge

Discuss the nature of each challenge.
Nature = theological, ethical, or continued existence?
Set up the context 
Background details - Who? Where? What happened?
Discuss the level of significance of each challenge. 
Very important: major change, schism. Why?
Explain the stance/s taken by the tradition to each challenge. 
What positions did the religion/ denomination make about the challenge
Explain the supporting response/s of the tradition to each challenge. 
What actions did the religion/ denomination take about the challenge
Discuss the aspects involved in each challenge  
Which aspects were challenged and which aspects assisted  the 
tradition in its response.



Challenge

Ethical/ 
Theological 
Continued 
Existence?

Sources of 
the 

challenge 
EVIDENCE

Context for 
the 

challenge
PLACE, TIME 
PEOPLE

Stance/s
EVIDENCE

Supporting
responses 

for the 
stance/s

EVIDENCE

Aspects/s 
challenged
EVIDENCE

Aspects’ 
role in the 
stances & 
responses
EVIDENCE

Why is the 
challenge 

significant?
EVIDENCE

1.

2.

3.

4.



The importance of 
the introduction to the 
Outcome.



Unit 4 : A Kahoot for terms in the first paragraph of the outline of the 
outcome.
    1.    The title for Unit 4 is:

● Religion, challenge and change
● Challenging religions
● Religion and Society
● History and religion

 
2.  This unit focuses on the interaction over time of religious traditions and the 

societies of which they are a part. 
What does  “INTERACTION OVERTIME” mean?

●  An examination of the relationship between different religious traditions and the 
societies in    which they existed, across their history.

● The impact society has had on religion throughout history
● The impact religion  has had on society throughout history
● Looking at the past, present and future of a religious tradition.

  

 
·     

 
 



An activity to clarify the terms in the second paragraph of the 
outline of the outcome
 
Your task is to offer a real life example that shows the veracity of 
the statement made in the Study Design.  
You may refer to examples from the history of your tradition, 
examples from other religious traditions, or examples from your 
knowledge of religious issues presented in the media today.



An activity to clarify the terms in the third paragraph of the outline of 
the outcome.

Construct a diagram / flow chart that shows the process outlined in the paragraph below
 

A)     “A challenge is a situation that stimulates a response from society and /or religious 
traditions. Religious traditions take stances for or against challenges, or they take a 
stance of indifference.  Consequently, actions are implemented which involve 
different aspects of the religious tradition. These actions may resist or embrace 
change and affect wider society and / or the religious tradition itself”.   (Study Design 
Religion and Society)

 
B)    Write a short paragraph explaining how this helps a religious tradition to:
a)    Retain integrity
b)    Retain authenticity
c)    Retain identity

 



Comparing challenges 
and drawing conclusions



                  KEY SKILLS: 

● analyse and compare challenges to specific 
religious traditions or denomination

● analyse and compare stances and supporting 
responses to challenges taken by a specific 
religious tradition or denomination 



   Themes that could be used for the comparison:

CONTEXT of the challenge – Historical setting, social and  cultural context

NATURE of the challenge - THEOLOGICAL, ETHICAL OR TO CONTINUED 
EXISTENCE OF THE TRADITION

STANCES and SUPPORTING RESPONSES by the tradition

INFLUENCES of the stances and supporting  responses on the religious 
tradition or denomination to the wider society`

OR
Compare and contrast THE EXPECTED OUTCOMES of the stances and 

supporting responses to each challenge



WHO in the tradition took the stance? WHO  determined and enacted the 
response  – authorities involved in decision-making, social groups 
affected? Did different streams in a tradition take different approaches? 
WHO was their primary advocate?

WHAT – What was the stance? What was the catalyst that caused the 
challenge?  What was the supporting response?  What role did the 
aspects play?

WHEN – historic context; chronological order of responses
WHERE –  was the geographic location of the challenge or the respondents 
significant in the response to the challenge? Were there variations to the 
response within different localities?

WHY – reasons behind this challenge e.g. a major disagreement within a 
tradition over beliefs or structures or authority; a social movement 
outside of the tradition that is impacting on the world view of adherents 
and determined what sort of response was issued to the challenge. 



Some vocabulary for discussing the SEVERITY OF THE 
CHALLENGE:
 

● a major disruption
● an interruption to growth
● the cause of a schism
● a factor that leads to demise of a denomination in a 

specific geographical location
● a catalyst for development of a new stream of ideas
● stimulus for a more diverse membership
● an impetus for reform of a tradition



Vocabulary that can be used within a comparison:

Phrases to discuss similarities include:

similarly, likewise, in the same way, also, along similar 
lines, in the same fashion, as well as, both,

Phrases for discussing differences include:

in contrast, on the other hand, unlike, regardless, 
however, conversely, on the contrary, nevertheless, 
although, differ, most important , least important,



How to construct  an 
extended response in a 
‘analyse and compare...’ 
question.



1. The block approach: Devote a paragraph or two to each challenge examining the 
ways each of them addresses the ideas raised by the topic. The final body 
paragraph pulls this material together by discussing the similarities and 
differences between the challenges explored in the body of the response. Careful 
use of linking words is essential to ensure that the answer is cohesive and the 
comparison remains the focus – the final paragraph must be done well for good 
marks.
 

2. The woven approach: Using a more sophisticated structure, the woven approach 
draws evidence from each challenge within each body paragraph. The 
paragraph’s focus is on the key words used in the topic, requiring the student to 
explore material from both challenges in each paragraph. It can be challenging to 
move between two challenges, although with practice, this will become easier. The 
paragraph must end with an overall position statement. This approach allows the 
student to move between the challenges by engaging in deep analysis of them – but it 
can be difficult for the student to control the discussion.



Three examples of using a Venn 

Diagram to compare challenges



Comparison of the Jewish challenges of the destruction of the Temple with the rise of Karaism






